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Abstract

Purpose - The purpose of this paper is to review the continued development of the “shadow banking”
market in the USA, namely, lending to the private middle market, defined as financings of $5-1OOm to non-
public, unrated operating entities or pools of assets with not more than $50m in earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization.
Designfmethodologyfapproach - The analysis includes a continued review of an innovative sement
of the financial markets and primary evidence from direct participation in four actual cases of private, non-

Findings - Although there have been considerable challenges, historically, in providing credit for small and
mid-sized businesses in the USA, the authors show further evidence that private middle market rapital is
growing (post credit crisis) at a dramatic pace, in part because of exceæive consfiaints plaœd on the regulated
dejwsitary instihitions. The auftors also explain the natiire of the shadow banking innovation and how it is
infitinsically linked to “arbitraging” often excessively resbtictive banking regulation. The growing US shadow
banking market, while providing an important service to middle market companies, may pose a new systemic
risk post 2007-2๓8 credit crisis in the USA.

Research limitations/implications - Any generalization is limit«! because of the difficulty in
extrapilating from a small number of specific case studies and the absence of adequate survey date for the US

capital markets and the limited examples examined.

Practical implications - This research calls for additional case shidies, including participant
observation research that offers a unique close-up view of financial behavior that is often beyond the
view of regulators and the public. Data obtained may be useful in providing a deeper, more timely
understanding of credit market behavior and contribute to efforts at formal financial modeling as well
as the development of practical regulatory regimes.

Social implications - The shadow credit market is  a key source of funding for the global financial
system, thus contributing to job creation and economic growth. The authors demonstrate the value of
financial innovations and show that shadow credit fills a void left by depository financial institutions.ţ>
The authors want to thank Gerald L. Brodsky for his critical review and insightful comments at
various stages of this research, and Richard j. Kelly for his excellent research assistance. Mr Kelly
passed away due to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis in August 2017. Finally, they thank the anonymous
rerdewers for their suggestions and criticisms that improved this paper immeasurably. Co-author
Jeremy Josse passed away unexpectedly on June 12, 2018; Dr Zabala wishes to note that Mrjosse's
conhibutions to this research paper were innumerable.
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shifting much of the risk from the public to investors. This research increases transparency in the Shadow credit
operation of this market, which is extremely important for the industry, the government and the.public
The authors offer a modest attempt at understanding credit behavior to avoid a repeat of the 2007/2008
financial crisis.

Orlginality/value - Direct participation is unique to the firms shrdied. Value is in developing a general
fiamework to analyze an emerging credit market in advanced economies.

Keywords Credit, Collateral, Underwriting, Risk, Shadow banking. Financial innovation
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!.Introduction

Unlike regulated real banks, who hind themselves with insured deposits, backstopped by access
to the Fed’s discount window, unregulated shadow banks hmd themselves with un-insured

commercial paper, which may or may not be backstopped by liquidity lines from real banks.
Thus, the shadow banking system is particularly vulnerable to runs - commercial paper
investors rehrsing to re-up when their paper matimes, leaving the shadow banks with a liquidity
crisis - a need to tap their back-up hires of credit with real banks and/or to liquidate assets at fire
sale prices.

Paul A. McCulley, paico, Jackson Hole, WY, September 2007.

IcCrtWe؟ comd tk لآ0\ةةجاً؟لة. shadow banking sỵstem ^k shadow credit
market (SCM)[!] comprises non-depository (non-bank) credit providers to small- and
mid-sized businesses without access to bank credit. The Financial Stability Board
(2011, p. 1) describes the SCM as “credit intermediation involving entities and
activities outside the regular banking system”. The concern, of course, is that opaque
side vehicles created by depository institutions and insurance companies eliminated
depositor protections and enabled large sums of capital to fuel the scale and scope of
an opaque and poorly understood SCM. Thus, systemic risk. But it was Fed Governor
Edward M. Gramlich philadelphia) who, in December 2000, first raised the alarm of
dark lending practices, severe lack of regulatory oversight and systemic risk in
subprime mortgages (Gramlich, 2000, 2007; Sullivan, 2007). Roubini and Setser
(2004a,b) referred to the unsustainability of the global credit markets. Stiglitz (2006)
analyzed excessive debt of private companies and opaque structures. More recently,
the political economist, Wolfgang Streeck (2014), analyzed the unsustainability of the
government debt markets, which will dramatically affect private credit markets.

In the post-2008 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act era
(Dodd-Frank), shadow credit refers primarily to private (non-public) financial services firms
that operate outside the banking regulatory regimes. The abænce of re^tlatory filings,
limited oversight and different regulators enable these firms to operate in the shadows of the
capital markets, which exacerbates the challenge regulatory agencies face in gathering
indusfi-y data on leverage and credit risk in this capital market segment. This is a
characteristic of the US regulatory regime, in which relation is handled by separate,
sometimes overlapping and competing, government and quasi-govemment (e.g. self-
re^latory organizations, “SROs”) agencies. However, not all of the SCM is opaque, as public
firms have quarterly and annual filing requirements.

For example, business development companies (BDCs) comprise a part of the SCM with
approximately $35bn of assets under management. A BDC is a closed-end fund that is not
technically registered under the Investaent Company Act of 1940 (the “19^ Act”) but elects
to be governed under the 1940 Act and to be regulated by the US Securities and Exchange



Coiission (the “SEC”), including independence requirements for board members.
valuation requirements and restrictions on investoents (e.g. qualifying assets). (This
includes private BDCs, which must maintain their quarterly and annual filings even though
their sh^es are not traded on a stock exchange.)  A BDC operates like a typical 1940 Act
closed-end fund, but, unlike a 1940 Act fund, must Invest Its assets according to specific
criteria set out in the 1940 Act. Moreover. BDCs have severe leverage resfidctions and are

required to offer “significant managerial assistanœ” to eligible portfolio companies. Camp
and Ponchione (2013) wrote that:

Goldman Sachs’ recent filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to launch a
“business development company,” or BDC, should be of interest to financial services companies,
particularly banking institutions structuring and reshuchrring their operations and product
offerings to comply with the Volcker Rule’s prohibitions on investing in and sponsoring “covered
funds.”

In addition, the emerging “FinTech” sector represents another unique set of regulatory
challenges within the SCM sector.

Zabaia and Josse (2014) described the growth of the SCM from the turn of the
century. This paper extends the discussion. In this paper, we provide additional
evidence that the private, non-bank credit markets are providing solutions to a range of
different funding challenges across the USA, funding requirements that are not
necessarily being met by the mainstream community and large banks. (A similai-
argument may be made in the international financing area as well.) Critically, we
attempt to explain the SBS innovation and why it is such a material part of the US
middle market capital mai'kets. We also note that the ongoing growth of the US SBS (a
wholesale-funded, non-government-insured market) could itself be creating a new
systemic risk in the US credit system.

This paper extends our previous research in the US shadow banking sector providing
detailed analysis and additional case stiidies of recent private, mid-market (non-bank)
commercial credit transactions (Zabala andjosse, 2013,2014).
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1.2 The state ofthe research
Tk ằnomừt has given extensive coverage to the SCM (Α.Α.Κ., 2016). Marshall (2014)
similarly describes the SCM operating before Dodd-Frank implemented stiingent
restrictions that led the banks to close their trading desks and lay off staff

GOmicka (2016, p. 118) studies how shadow banks augment banks, and citing Pozsar
affli (2010):

Banks responded to growing competition by involving in "regulatoi-y arbitrage”: setting up
specialized non-bank entities and shifting many of their activities there. In this way, banks could
carry out financial intermediation without having to comply with costly capital and other
requirements.

Off-balance sheet special-purpose vehicks (SPVs) were designed to deploy capital in ways
noncompliant with bank regulations to avoid costly capital requirements and to increase
return on capital (Górnicka, 2016, p. 128). The Dodd-Frank Act was implemented, in part, to
eliminate SPVs and attendant systemic risk. However, other financial intermediaries (OFIs)
away from the traditional depositary institittions have arisen to take significant advantage
of this regulatory arbitiage opporhmity.

Much of the research to date has focused on bank reflation (Adrian and Shirr, 2009;
Adrian et al, 2012; Krugman, 2๓9; Stiglitz, 2010; Gorton, 2010; O'Sullivan and !(insella,
2012; Camp and Ponchione, 2013; Sinha, 2013; Guillaume, 2015; Hel^dOttir, 2016). The



dramatic ٥owth in the SCM over the past decade has led some to question whether this can Shadow credit
be called Shadow banking any longer, though this view is exaggerated (Baber 20131 A in the middle
maa-oeconomic literature has emerged that models the SCM (Moreira and Savov.2014ًا Мое,
2015; Sunderam, 2015), (GennaiohCű¿, 2013). Money market funds (8س) hav؟ attracted
considerable attention because of retail investor participation (Chernenko and Sunderam,
2014; Cipriani et al, 2013). Bengtsson (2016) examined investment fund exposure. This
research primarily focuses on systemic risk in depository banks, insurance companies and

market
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pre-2007/2a)8perial.
Studies of China's banking sector largely conclude that its domestic SCM mirrors the US

and European banking practices and opaque lending srtuctures outside regulatory control
in the pre-2007 period and, thus, si^ificant downside risk that may destabilize the global
economy {The Economist, 2^6, 2014, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c; Barth et al, 2015; Li et al, 2014;
Li, 2014; Lu ة( ß¿, 2014).

The financialization literahire argues that state-driven sponsorship of innovations in
financial insfimnents and oversight regimes in the pre-2007 period explains the run up to
2007/2008 (Krippner, 205,2009). Kessler and Wilhelm (2013) used financiali^fion thiy to
shrdy the SCM. Buchanan (2015, 2016) extended the financialization school by studying the
historical development and flawed implementation of searritization, placing it within a
macro thœretical framework. She considered the ethics of risk transfer at the heart of the
global credit markets. Buchanan's focus on investoent suitability and risk management is
important. Stein (2010) looked explicitly at securitization risk within the SCM. Josse (2015)
and Knoll (2004) both showed that
withjosse looking at pre-capitalist notions of currency, invesfinent, risk and derivatives and
ICnoll focused on pre-capitalist regulatory arbitrage. We argue that much financial
innovation flows from the bottom up in the financial markets well ahead of government
initiative and mandates.

In confrast, we have offered previously and continue to offer herein an analysis of the
SBSandSCMogrse.

Our analysis provides empirical evidence of the characteristics and growing depth of the
US SBS in the past few years. In furtherance of our previous paper, we provide additional
evidence that the private, non-bank credit markets are providing solutions to a range of
differing fimding challenges across the USA, funding requirements that are apparently not
being met by the mainstteam community and large commercial banks. In this paper, we will
focus on that part of the SUM that is emergent and largely independent of the depository
instittrtions, which are the primary focus of much of the research to date. We emphastae the
resilience of capital to find investment opporttrnities during and following periods of
economic tumult. Our argument is that post-crisis, private capital, as constrained by slow
economic growth, and as exacerbated by the Federal Reæ^e Board’s low-interest rate
policies, and the Dodd-Frank regulatory framework, moved to alternative investtnents.
This portfolio shift resulted in significant SCM groỂh and interesting, non-systemic
innovations. We extend our data analysis to 2014, and in a few series through late 2015, and
infioduce a number of additional cases exemplifying recent financial innovations in the
constantly evolving SBS with which we had direct experience. This should offer new
insights to the SUM literature and suggest firttrre research.

so-called finanCalizafion predates industrial capitalism

2. Shadow credit market gro^h and segmental features
We first chart the growth in the entire SBS in recent yearn. Concurrent wiflr rapid
developments in financial innovation and technology in the USA, as well as a favorable



financing environment, the global shadow bankhig system (the “GSBS”) experienced
substantial expansion in the 2002-2014 period, increasrag in size from $30.0tn in 2002 to
$79.8tn in 2014. According to the Financial Stability Board (the “FSB”), shadow banking
tends to take off, in particular, when strict banking regulations are in place, when r^l
interest rates and yield spreads are low and investors search for higher returns and when
there is a large instihrtional demand for assets, for example from insurance companies and
pension fiinds. Hence, the current environment in advanced economies seems conducive to
firrther grovffh of shadow banking.

The FSB, in compiling its dala sete, has identified and collected data for the sectors of
financial intermediaria shown.

Financial instihrtions

(1) Cenfial banks

(2) Banks

«  Banks'assets to OFl

*  Banks' kahlktles to OFI

(3) Insurance companies

(4) Pension fimds

(5) Public financial institutions

(6) OFI
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Moncỵ market fids
Finance companies
Stractared .nance vehicles
Hedge tynds
Other Investment funds
Brokers dealers

Real estate Investment trusts and funds
Trust com-fianles
Others (ldent٠d)
Others (unldent٠d)

Financial auxiliaries(7)

Financial instihifions include all sectors listed below each heading. Items in italics areNotesz

sector-specific.
Source: Financial Stability Board (2014)
According to the FSB, banks refer to the broader category of deposit-taking insfifirtions as

measured by financial assets when available, otheiwise total assets. The data are
across 20 jurisdictions and the euro area. In addition to the euro area, the 20 jurisdictions are
Argentina, Austialia, Brazil, Canada, SWtærland, Chile, China, the 1Ж, Hong Kong, Indonœia,
India, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Sty^pore, Turkey, tire USA and South
Afitica. In case of missing data in a time series, valuœ were not frte^olated or extiapolated.
๒6 aggregated series have breaks and an increase in an
of improvements in reporting of a sub-^or over time rather than an increase in the volume of
fiiidal assets. The banks’ assets to ٥FI and banks' liabilities to OFI figures are not adjusted
for banks' assets and liabilities to OFI that are conrolidated into banking groups. In addition,
all figures were converted to US dollara at the appropriate year-end.

series may be the result



However, the data that have been illustrated ئ this paper could be significantly muted Shadow credit
because of the inability of the FSB to capture the full impact of the hedge fund sector on the in the middle
GSBS. This sector is significantly underestimated primarily because of two factors. First,
offshore financial cented, where most hedge funds are domiciled, are not included in the
curent scope of the exercise. Second, the flow of fimds statistic are not ̂ anular enough Ш
many jurisdictions to allow a separation between hedge fimds and other sectors. The FSB
plans to address the hedge fund sector in ensuing periods.

Figure 1 indicates the growth of assets of non-banlc financial intermediaries since 2002
for 20 Jurisdictions and the euro area, which represent 80 per cent of global GDP and 90 per
cent of global financial assets. Notice the significant expansion during the pre-crisis period
ffom 2002 to 2007, which grew 122.3 per cent from ƯS^O.Otn to GS$66.7tn, and the
resumption of growth from 2009 to 2013, which increased such assets another 24.5 per cent
from GS$64.1tn to US$79.8ta in 2014. The GSBS, as  a percentage of GDP, grew from 94.8 per
cent in 2002 to 129.7 per cent in 2007, representing 34.9 per cent appreciation. Following the
financial crisis of 2007-2^8, and a decline to 116.7 per cent in 2008, growth resumed in 2009,
from 121.0 per cent to 127.6 per cent in 2014, not back to the pre-crisis levels, but still an
important in^edient in the world economy.

Figure 2 shows the asæts of all financial intermediaries, both bank and non-bank
participants, for 20 Jurisdictions and the euro ar^, since 2002. The GSBS sector continues to
show continued ^owth versus other non-bank financial intermediaries and remains in
second place relative to the banking industry. The GSBS now accounts for 25.3 per cent of
total banking assets in 2014. This continues to illusfrate the importance of the GSBS.
Although the GSA remains the largest country in the shadow banking market, other
countries, such as Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chile, the euro area, Hong Kong, Ireland,
Korea, The Netherlands, Russia, Singapore, Spain, Switzerland and the GK, are showing far
more rapid growth rates than that of the USA, although those counfries are growing from
smaller bases (FSB, 2014,2015).

On the next page, in Figure 3, the sub-sectors of the GSBS are shown by their respective
percentages of the market for 2014. Other investment fimds, including equity hmds, bond
funds and -s, continue to dominate the sub-æctors of the GSBS, accounting for 47.2 per
cent of the total. Hedge funds continue to be misrepresented and understated in the GS^
figures due to he FBS's inability to capture this date.

market
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140.0 :

120.0 i-

100.0 !

80.0 !

60.0

40.0 :

20.0 إ

0.0 Figure 1.
Assets of non-bank

financial
intemediaries since

2002,20 Jurisdictions
and euro area (in US$

trillions)

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

2007 2008 2011 2012 2013 20142002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2009 2010

of GDP 129.7 116.7 121.0 119.5 113.1 116.1 121.9 127.694.8 101.8 106.5 114.1 123.7

78.2 79.8^USD Trillions 36.9 46.3 56.1 66.7 60,6 64.1 68.3 68.2 73.030.0 42.9

Source: Financial Stability Board (2014, 2015)



2.1 Credit exposure ad leverage risk
Table I from the FSB shows the assets and liabilities of banks to OFIs. Notice the

considerable growth in the assets of OFI and banks since 2002, but the growth in banks'
assets to OFI is nearly matched by their liability growth. The banks' assets to ٥FI are
loans. Their liabilities comprise deposits and notes that the OFI has placed with the
banks. Loans are nearly covered by liabilities. As such, the banks, to date, are not
overexposed to the OFI.

As previously mentioned, the USA has the largest shadow banking sector in the
world, totaling $25.7tn in 2014, representing nearly one-third of the GSBS sector in that
year as shown in Figure 4. In fact, the US market returned in 2013 to the levels it had
achieved prior to the 2007-2008 financial crisis. We anticipate growth to continue owing
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160.0

Banks140.0

120.0
-- - ■; Insurance companies &

Pension funds100.0

80.0 ^—Publicfinancial institutions

60.0

— MUNFI (based on OFIs)40.0
Figures.
Total financial assets
of financial

intermediaries, 20
jurisdicfions and euro
area (in US$ fiillions)

20.0
-Centra! banks

0.0

M ج o
๐0๐ ๐๐๐๐

m(N mلآ 
๐๐0๐๐
๐ ๐๐๐๐

Source: Financial Stability Board (2014, 2015)

Unidentified Money market Finance
others,3% fund6,؛% сотрап1е5,؛«Identified other2,؛%

Dutch special
financing-

institutions,?« À
US funding corp.,
Trust companies,،^ -

Real estate ||؛غ;ل
Investment^funds/trusts,»

i Structured finance

vehicles,?«
1'ř

Ể
Hedge funds,!«

-Ể (|quity ๒<1ร,2พ؟I'

؟
1 *: Mnd funds,!ỉ«

Figures.
Sub-sectors of non-
bank financial
intermediaries for 20

(urisdicfionsandthe
euro area for 2014

؛اعها

I
other fund«6,؛

Source: Financial Stability Board (2014,2015)
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OFisBanks' llabilltlts to OFIsBanks’ assets to OFIsBanks

30.01.653.8 1.42002

36.92.01.92003 67.0

42.92.578.5 2.42004

46.32.2.42005 79.5

56.13.83.52006 92.7

4215.6 66.7113.8 5.52007

60.68.08.32008 123.3

7.8 64.1 Table I.

Assets of financial

instihJtionsfinUS؟
fifi lion), 20

urisdictions and؛
euro area (20( EA

group)

2009 124.0 7..5
8.2 68.32010 130.3 7..3

68.28.4140.2 8.12011
73.08.12012 145.2

7.6 78.27.22013 144.4
79.87.02014 142.2 6.4

Source: Financial Stability Board (2014,2015)

30.0

20.0كحي

ل0.0

Figured.
Asæts of US non-

bank financial

intermediaries in US$
billions Since 2002

5.0

0.0

21 21 2004 2005 21 2๓7 2๓8 2๓9 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Source: Financial Slability Board (2014, 2015)

to the current bank regulatory environment, which preempts commercial banks’

participation.

2.2 usteneragedloan market
In general, because of regulatory regime changes such as Dodd-Frank and new capital
requirements, the leveraged loan market in recent years has trended away from depository
financial institutions (except for revolving bank debt) due either to risk, structure, lack of
liquidity or a combination of all three. Hence our interest in this market, which has been
frending toward the SBS in rœent years.

As shovm in Finire 5, new originations of leveraged loans in the USA totiiled $528.1bn for
FY 2014, dovm 13.0 per cent from $œ6.7bn in FY 2013. Through late 2015, new originations
totaled ̂ 10.9bn, off $89.6Ьп from the total of $500.5bn for the comparable period in 2014.
Although originations have been frending dovmward since the recent peak in 2013, the high
level of such originations continues to be driven by excess cash “chasing” yield (as reflected by
the narrowing of original issue discounts in such loans), the reemergence of "covenant lite
Iransactions and pent-up demand by both investors and issuers.
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Source: LUD, an ottering oťs&p Global Market Intelligence (2015)

Figures.
New-issueloan

volume-by year

It is also clear from the Shared National Cr^it Program 2015 Review öoint paner from the
Federal Reserve, Federal Deposit Insurance Coloration [FDIC] and Office of the
Compfroller of the Currency) that the leveraged loan marliet is being significantly impacted
by non-bank lendera.

Nonbank entities conhnued to be the primary buyers of riskier leveraged loans. Nonbank entities
held a disproportionate share of classified commitoents compared with their overall ovmership of
the SNC (Share National Credit) portfolio (2015, p. 3).

“Classified” credits were defined in this context as assets rated “substandard, doubtfirl or
loss” (2015, p.3).

Figure 6 illustrates the availability of credit to middle market companies based on
earnings before interest, taxes, deprœiation and amortization (EBITDA). This figure reflects
the decline in lending to the middle market owing to the 2๓7-2008 financial crisis, as well as
the recovery commencing in 2010. However, despite  a lending recovery, the availability of
credit to those middle market companies with EBITDA of less than $200m remains quite
weak and elusive compared with the years 2000-2007.

Figure 7 shows the sustaining contribution of non-bank intermediaries in providing
credit to middle market companies. Without the contribution of such intermediaries,
middle market companies would not be able to access capital for expansion and
working capital.

Table n below shows the clearing yields for leveraged loans by deal size and EBITDA.
Middle market companies continue to pay a “penalty” for credit, especially as compmed
with subprime commercial borrowers.
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2.3 kerage nsks in SCM
Leverage risk in the SCM as it cunently stands needs to be understood on its own terms,
given the unique nature of the sector and many of the mid-sized borrowers in it. ̂ drough
the sector has ̂ ovm significantly since the crisis, leverage levels are not yet considered a
systemic concern by most market analysts or recitators. A mature shadow lender (e.g.
OneMain [MAIN]) can function at debt to equity levels of 9:1, but most of the smaller mid-
marketplayersusuallyfunctionatno more than between 3:land 5:1 leverage.

Smaller lendem in the sectors find it hard to obtain senior warehouse lines in todays market

that allows them to lever teyond that level until they reach large critical mass. These leverage
ratio reshtictions are ̂ irally built into the covenants of the warehouæ linæ themselves. That
said, higher levels of leverage are sometimes implicitiy achieved by smaller lendera by filling
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Source: LCD, an offerUig of s&p Global Market Intelligence (2015)



the denominator In the reshictive covenante with not Just equity but also redeemable prefened
stock or, in some cases, mezzanine debt (to avoid equity dilution). This can be a quite e^ensive
debt and can be considered implicit incremental leverage. Howeve, as long as it is Junior to toe
warehouæ line, toe ænior lender is (usually) indifferent as to the form of the financial shucture
of that denominator. Although this is not toe nom among prudent shadow lenders, tois latter
leverage sfructore, while avoiding equity dilution, can sometimœ be destabig. If
refinancing options are not available or toe shadow lender is not generating enough cash to
finance the senior and sub-debt, liquidity challenge ran arise.

Regulators have so far expressed limited concern about leverage levels in the SCM,
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particularly those shadow lenders providing credit to commercial borrowers. The Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) (discussed later under Sætion 7) does, however, monitor
these issues when it comes to shadow lenders providing credit to consumers. In this case, the
CFPB'S level of concern on leverage is related to the ̂ e of asset (i.e. loan) that the lendei- is
originating. For example, short-term pay-day lending is generally heavily monitored and
regulated by the CFPB, and the CFPB will put sttonger resttictions on the leverage of pay-
day lenders. However, shadow lenders providing longer-tem installment credit or leases are
considered more stable and tend to obtain pter flexibility on leverage levels. In general.

the role of the CSFB, although created by Dodd-Frank some yrars ago, is only Just now
emerging. It will be an important issue for the SCM to understand the extent of defined
powers of the CSFB as they mature over the next few years.

3. Nature of shadow credit innovation

So what is really driving the SBS ̂owth outlined in Section 2? As has been postulated and
shown, regulatory arbitrage is often a great driver of innovation in finance, and we have
seen the influence of regulatory arbittage increasingly in the post crisis SBS. Knoll (2004,
p. 49) stated, "There is a sttong incentive to innovate around prohibited or disadvantaged
transactions. Such innovations are commonly referred to as regulatory arbittage.” Since the
2007-2008 credit crisis, we have seen innovation in the capital markets, and in particular in
the shadow banking sector, driven by a desire by innovative financiers to work around or

“arbitrage" the excess regulatory burden on the depositary institutions. Some of these

regulatory burdens are Just the sheer volume of rules and paperwork imposed on
depositardes that wish to lend to areas outside of the most conventional forms of confoming,
prime mortgages. But, interestagly, it is not only simple regulatory arbittage at work. The
arbittage often involves specific forms of capital consttaints imposed on the deposit^
institotions since the credit crisis.

November2014(%) October 2015(%) November 2015(%)New-issue clearing yields

By deal she
S200m or less

$201m-350؟ m
$351m-5500m
$501m and over

By EBITDA
Middle market ($50m or less)
Large corporate (more than $50m)
Large corporate single-B (more than $50m)

Source: LCD, an offering of s&p Global Market Intelligence (2015)

6.84
6.24
6.37
5.51

6.42
5.84
6.08

7.786.53
6.816.13
6.856.52
5.425.24

Table Π.

Weekly clearing
yields for leveraged
loans on a 90-day
clearing basis

6.596.36
5.815.55
6.135.85



In general, Tier-1 risk-weighted ratiœ have inaead from atout 7 per œnt aa-œs die US Shadow credit
banking system to 10 pel- cent sinæ the crtoit crisis. Tier-1 leverage (İ.& Tiơ-l capital to total,
non-risk weightto, a^ts) has also teome much more im۴rtant in die ^sttosis Basel system
Generally, Tie-1 leverage radœ are averaging atout 12 per œnt+ now aeoss die US banking
system. The Basel Aœords do not tehnirally reqie such high levels of rapi^iration, but
indiiddual regional US Federal Rœerve tonks impose higher capital standards on banks in die
USA dinding on

In addition, the “FDIC" and the Federal Reseve have ๒ periodially asking for
incremental rapital from a bank if such a bank wishes to lend into slightly highe risk ar^s (e.g.
middle market œmmercial lending, as oppoæd to prime, confoming moriego). So, although
many de^sitary instiditions in the USA have toen starved of yield in dlls low-interœt-rate
environment, the logic to move into slightly higher-risk middle market lending is often thwarted
by higher rapital standards. Simply sdited, incTKising a bank's redira on equity by trading into
he middle market at a higher redim is made frf^sible if such lending is accompanied by a
regulator's required increaæ in its equity rapital in connœdon wity such lending.

It is, in other words, regulatory burdensZapital arbidage, and the continuing significant
demand for rapital by middle market entities tyat the shadow (non-bank) lenders are exploiting
by actively lending in the middle market - i.e. taking a lion’s share of the credit lending in tye
US٨ which the depositaries are имЫе to raptine under re^ilato^constiratats at this Junctoe.
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4. Recent case studies

We consider now some additional e^mples of tye very latæt financtal models that have been
empirically observed in the middle market shadow credit area. Thæe examplæ complement
those shown in our previous research on the in ty e USA (Zabala andjosse, 2014).

4.1 Casel
We start vtith a relatively conventional piece of sutordinatto debt or mezranine note (eftætively
privately placed high jtield) tyat ran be usto to supert, for example, a l^r's or asæt-bato
business's ability to æurce larger warehouse linæ andhenœ grow their busing (Table Ш).

Numerous mid-sized equipment finance companies are ftmded via senior warehouse
lines. These typically contain covenant-heavy provisions that limit the leverage of the
borrower (e.g. 5:1 debt to equity ratio). As lessors grow and add more assets, these
restrictive covenants can act as a constraint on further expansion by the lessor. After
reaching a 5:1 leverage level, growth using the existing warehouse lines can only be
achieved by raistyg new equity. This is an often-unattractive option, as equity is both
expensive and results ty dilution to earnings per share and ownership.

The private credit markets have been able to play  a positive role in solving this issue.
Effectively, the lessor issues a mezzanine note, subordinated to the lessor's senior warehouse

Equipment lessorIssuer rtpe

Description of situation Mid-sized equipment lessor. Privately placed mezzanine paper (c$30m), second lien
against equipment after main bank line
2014Date

Specific issues
Mezzanine capital; bank facility covenants; avoidance of equity dilution Table Ш.

Mezzanine debt
instiumentSource: Stem Agee CRT



facility, but senior to the lessor's equity. The mezzanine note, being ؛unior to the w^ehouse
line, can often be treated as equity for the pu^ose of leverage covenants embedded in the
warehouse line. That is, the mezzanine capital “adds" to the “1" In the 5:1 leverage ratio.
Having inaeased the denominator in the ratio, the lessor now has renewed capacity to draw
iher on ite warehouse lines and Increase assets. Meanwhile, the shmcture has avoided
dilution for the common stæk ownere. The mezzanine note is effectively acdng as quasi
(and cheap) equity, typically priced at a 10 per- centt coupon. This cost is certainly low
relative to the notional cost of equity of a small/mid-sized lessor. The lessor must have
sufficient cash flow to service the fixed coupon on the mezzanine note (unless some of the
mezzanine coupon ran be deferred inapay-in-kffidfomat).

A typical tem sheet for this type of hmisaction may look something as presented in
Table IV.

Although many depositary insfihrtions find this type of furrding to be outside their
constoined lending parameters, it provides important sffiictured frmding to private mid-
sized aæet.based businrases.

JRF
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4.2Case2
Again, we will lark at a mezzanine financing. This is a tradifioiral privately plac^ high-
yiCld (cash flow lending) debt, which continura to play an importent role for various mid-
sized companies, in this rase a wealth manager (Table V).

Tradihonal private unsecured mezzanine paper continues to play a role in the SCM. This
type of pa^r- will typically be used to finance the working rapital needs of compatera in
various sectors where the bonower is showtegadequate rash flow to senice the paper.This
is, effectively, unsecured cash flow financing and provides the owner with an alternative to
eqrrlty dilution. The financing is rraourse to the issuer and fianractions in tire private
markets can be unrated. However, larger transactions typically look for rating to minimize
the cost of the debt and to achieve public market liquidity. We experienced this type of
fiansaction in 2012 to support the working capital nrads of air established wraith mairagei-
with terms akin to Tilble VI.

Asset lessor
SZOm
Mezzanine or subordinated note, recourse to asset les-sor
Srønd lien on all leased assets (after the warehouse lender's first lien)
Sufficient collateral coverage (post halrajt for the warehouse line) to
provide meaningftjl residual collateral for the second lien position
10٥/ο t- (depending on haircut and underlying collateral ptJol), payable
quarterly: some interest accrtjal may be possible in early years (with a
possible “look back" payment to increase investor internal rate of return)
Three to five years, matching the tenure of relevant leased asset pwl (and
taking into acrøunt the temis of the warehouse lines, i.e. no structural
subordination)
'!'ripie net lease
Coilsent by senior warehouse lender(s) to allow mezzanine note to be
treated as "quasi equity" 'for pumoses of the issuer's maximum leverage
ratio
Credit liedge ftmds, alternative invfsbnent pwls at insurer^pension
funds, business development companies (BDCs), some banks

Issuer
Amount

&;curity type
Collateral
Haircut

Coupon

Tenure

Underlying leases
Bank consente

Investore
Table rv.
Mezzanine debt term

sheet Source: Stem Agee CR'[



In this instance, we see the importance of the traditional non-bank mid-market-style Shadow credit
is a very deep market today and in the middle

market
high-yield product, both in public and private fomat.
critical to many developing businesses underserved by the depositaries.

4.3 Case 3

Below, we inhoduce a slighdy more agressive non-bank product - effectively, short-term
commercial mortgage bridge financing. The real focus with respect to these products is the
low loan-to-value (LTV), with a much-reduced reliance on whether the borrower has the cash
flow to seivice the debt (Table VIh.

Many mid-sized commercial real estate owners/developers find themselves locked out of
the mainstream commercial mortgage market, often for no substantive economic rationale.
Factors may include the following:

٠  The prospective borrower may not quite match the credit or loan size standards of
mainsfieam bank lenders.
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Private wealth managerIssuer type

Private placement of a thin slice of mezzanine capital to supplement
existing equity capital. Unsecured note (c$15m) with recourse to the wealth
manager
2012

Description of
sihiation

Date

Specific issues
Unsecured (non-hank) borrowing; mezzanine format

TableV.
Mezzanine debt for

wealth managerSource: Stem Agee CRT

Five-year-old profitable wealth manager
Working capital
$15m
Unsecured subordinated note

10٥/о-15٥/о,8оте period of interest accmal possible
Five years, non-callable ๒ years (then callable at 103,103,101 annually)
Non-amortizing or amortizing over a 20-year schedule with a bullet at five-year term

Issuer

Use of proceeds
Amount

Security
Coupon
Tenure

Interest covei'age
Max debt/equity
Investors

Table VI.

Wealth manager
mezanine debt term

sheet

Credit hedge funds, alternative investment buckets at insurers/pension funds, BDCs

Source: Stem Agee CRT

Commercial real estate owner/developer
Short-term bridge financing for commercial real estate developers, collateralized against
real estate lease portfolio or an individual real estate pro)ect
2014

Issuer type
Description of
situation

Date

Specific issues
To bridge short-term fiinding requirements, non-bank commercial mortgages

Table 1.

Short-tenn

commercial

mortgage bridge
financingSource: Stem Agee CRT



٠  There may be structura! complexity in the entity’s busines or the specific
fiansaction.

٠ The underlying commercial real estate may not exactly match the underwiting
parameters of conventional lenders (e.g., sub-5 condominium developments, or “due
to location").

JRF
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In addition, there may be a construction and/or development funding element required
by the borrower, and many mainstream banks do not accept construction/development
risk.
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An established private credit market now exists for short-term (six months to two
years) commercial real estate funding to provide mid-market real estate developers/
owners the capital to bridge finance until more permanent solutions are found. This is

USA, reflecting the general attractiveness of the commercial real estate market in the
USA. Pricing on these transactions is naturally more expensive than bank financing.
Higher default levels inevitably also mean that such bridge lenders require tougher
collateral packages than mainstream commercial mortgage lenders. Investors tend to
be specialist real estate lending groups often backed by groups of high-net-worth
investors.

Tj^ical terns on a mid-market commerçai real estate (private) bridge financing may be
asinTableVIfl.

financing is certainly not a typical bank product. Nevertheless, it is critical to many mid-
market real estate companies and a key part of the shadow real estate lending landscape.

4.4 Case 4

The following case is effœtively private (shadow or whole^e) sub-debt fimding for the banking
market itself (Tier-2 preference stá or debt), but from non-bank æurce. It reprœents a rtable
product both in public and private format, albeit sourced from spœialty investors (Table ΓΧ).

Here is another interesting case, in which a depositary insfifiitlon is’not lending into the
middle market, but rather a middle market bank is managing to find workable (non-

CRE developer/owner
Commercial mortgage note
Six months to two yeare
Fhst lien on subject properrt
50%-65%
1.25Χ

Issuer

Security type
Tenure
Collateral
Max LTV
Interest coverage
(min)
Form of collateral Lender call on deed to subject property or (even) conditional transfer of title to lender

at closing of loan, as bridge lenders often do not wish to rely on traditional, len^hy
court-based foreclosure processes
ا 2  12% points (varies)
Non-amortizing
Some sfructirres can have high levels of default interest (20٥/o t) that accrues and is
usually collected either by borrowers, making the loan (including accrued interest)
whole or on foreclosure

Special real estate credit pools, high net worth/accredited investors

Coupon
Amortization
Default interest

Table 1.
Commercial

mortgage note term
sheet

Investors

Source: Stern Agee CRT



depositary) debt/preferred funding for itself from middle market credit lendem. In our earlier Shadow credit
paper, we highlighted an example of a bank Tier-1 private preferred security offering.
Although this product continues to be a viable funding option for small and medium-siæd
banks, we also highlighted the challenges to this product since the derail of the trust
prefemed sœurities market. With Tier-1 qualifying preference stock needing to be both non-
cumulative and genuinely perpetual, this has created a material challenge for investors in the
product. Given that these are non-public prefened offering, and given the petyetual foinrat,
investors have very few realistic exit or liquidity options. Tier-1 private preferred offerings
are still happening (and structural solutions under cunent Basel guidelines are being
researched^ًا however, this market has been constrained post-credit crisis for this reason.

By conh-ast, banks have much greater flexibility in the private markets for Tier-2
qualifying preferred securities or subordinated debt. These insriuments do not receive
equity treatment, but they are not constrained by Tier-lqualificationparameters-i.e.Tier-2
preferred securities can be puttable or redeemable. However, Tier-2 debt can represent
(expensive) funding for many banks particularly those with deep deposit bases or easy
access to Federal Home Loan Bank flmds). Issuing Tier-2 private subordinated debt or
preferred securities, therefore, tends to be an option for banks that are mi^atrag from
community bank stahrs to more regional (albeit non-public) operators ($3bn+ of assets). In
these cases, some stable, well-capitalized banks can find loan ^ovflh is exceeding deposit
funding capacity and having subordinated debt, while expensive, can profitably add to their
growing frmding mix/options.

Typid terms might include those prœented in Table X.
Regulators are focused both on total and Tier-1 capital ratios today, and so, it is

important for private banks to have access to Tier-2 preferenceZdebl; capital. In these
instances, this product provided by non-bank investors) can be critically usefrrl.

in the middle
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Client type
Description of
situation
Date

Specific issues
Tier 2 and total capital; subordinated debt; non-deposit funding for banks

Source: Stem Agee CRT

Regional bank
Tier-2 qualifying preference stock. Has atoibutes of debt capital and provides
incremental debt funding, while confi-ibuting to bank's Tier-2 and total capital ratios
2014

Table IX.

Tier-2 qualifying
preference stock

Depositary instihrtion
Tier-2 preference stock (unsecured)
Three to five years
Amortizing or bullet mafiirity or both
Must comply with Basel III parameters Tier-21 Tier-1 capital must be at
least: *٥/ΰ of risk weighed assets Tier-2 cannot be >* % of Tier-1 capital
6٥/o-8٥/o, cash paying
^nior to Tier-1 preference capital
Credit funds, high net worth/accredited investors, insurance companies/
pension firnds

Issuer
Security
Term
Amortization
Regulatory compliance

Coupon
Ranking
Investors

Table X.

Depositary
instimtion Tier-2

preference stock term
sheetSource: Stem Agee CRT



In summary, the cases discussed earlier illustrate an evolutionary trend of
innovation in lending practices in which depositary institutions are not generally
participating as lenders. Many of these structures are commonsense, rather than the
overly complex innovative structures that we saw leading up to the 2007/2008 financial
crisis. Indeed, these evolutionary sfiuctures are basically filling a gap in the credit
market, as opposed to constifirting the creation of fundamentally new products and
securities. This raises the question of whether too much of this gap is now being filled
by the non-bank lenders specifically because the regulatory regime for depositary
institutions has resulted in overly conservative underwriting criteria rather than

prudent lending practices.

5. The aftermath of the post-crisis private, shadow banking sector
Various issues in shadow banking pre-2007 have been addressed by post-crisis
regulation as well as greater market discipline. Collateralized debt obligations (“CDOs”)
today have been greatly simplified with better quality and without overly complex
cohorts of underlying collateral, the credit rating agencies are no longer “in the pocket”
of the issuers/originators, and tranching structures of new issues have been simplified.
Likewise, the issue of counterparty failure with credit default swaps (“CDS”), as we saw
in the AIG case, is being addressed by establishing centralized clearing organizations
for all CDS products. These events were forewarned (Partnoy, 2009, 2003/2009; Skeel
and Partnoy, 2007).

These developments have largely applied to the now public and well-established CDO
and CDS markets, where there is considerable transparency. However, we have
demonstrated in Section 3 above new examples of mid-cap “shadow credit” expansion

techniques, as a result of the fact tlrat US depositary instihrfions are not providiirg, for
various reasons discussed above, the credit availability that the middle market needs. In
fact, there is evidence that the search for yield in a low-interest-rate environment is leading
some US depositary institutions to consider acquiring independent shadow lenders. As
described above, they can seriously consider this sriategy when they can get pennission
from their regulators to do so (which is not easy). Often such permission comes with
demands for inaeased regulatory capital, and other ̂ es of resriictions. at the acquiring
bank (hence in part undermining the bank's rationale for/benefits of moving into more
agressive, higher-yielding SCMs).

Although the ahove-described developments are positive, they are also dangerous. As we
have seen and experienced, we are all guinea pigs to a certain extent in new financial
innovation in the SBS. The extension and expansion of financial instruments, as well as
evolutionary development of such instruments, are needed to get credit to where it is
required in the underserved middle market, but such developments may bring some new (as
yet unforeseen) shocks to the system. In particular, many speculators are expectog some
distirrbance to emerge in the financial markets sooner or later, which could ripple through
the SCM, any of which could seriously impact wholesale lendes to the SUM. Some such
lenders could pull their lines, triggering a credit confiaction in the SCM. Whether this would
result in severe systemic effects is yet to be seen, and depends on the size the SCM has
reached atthe date of said potential event.
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6. Regulator initiatives and concerns
The important role of regulatory oversight has been discussed in many places (Mayntz,
2012; Zabala, 2013; Zabala andjosse, 2014; Kastner, 2016). See Barth and Miller (2017)
for an excellent analysis of bank regulation, capital adequacy standards and the Basel



Capital Accords. Barth and Wihlborg (2017) discussed the importance of separating Shadow credit
traditional investment banking from commercial banking as well as other

organizational restrictions to reduce complexity and increase transparency. The FSB
has adopted a two-pronged strategy to deal with SBS risk. First, it has created a
system-wide monitoring framework to track developments in the SBS with a view to
identifying the build-up of systemic risks and initiating corrective actions. Second, the
FSB is coordinating and conhibuting to the development of policy measures in five
areas where oversight and regulation may be required to reduce the excessive build-up
of leverage, as well as maturity and liquidity mismatching: mitigating risks in banks’
interactions with shadow banking entities, reducing the susceptibility of MMFs to
"runs" (Cipriani et al, 2013), improving transparency and aligning incentives in
securitization, dampening pro-cyclicality and other financial stability risks in securities
financing transactions such as repurchase a^eements and securities lending and
assessing and mitigating financial stability risks posed by shadow banking entities
and activities.

The FSB (2014, p. 12) reported that emerging market Jurisdictions showed the most rapid
increases in OFI. Eight emerging market Jurisdictions had 2013 groi rates above 13 per
cent (Argentina, China, Turkey, South Africa, India, Russia, Saudi Arabia and Mexico).
However, this rapid groỂ is generally from a relatively small base. Altlrough the non-bank
financial system may confribute to a deepening of financial markete in these Jurisdictions,
carefirl monitoring is required to detect systemic risk factors (e.g. maMrity and liquidity
transformation, and leverage) that may develop during periods of rapid expansion of credit
provided by the non-bank sector.

There are several proposals under discussion among transnational re^rlators to
address this issue. The FSB's recommendations include establishment of a global
monitoring framework, reporting annually, covering 80 per cent of global GDP and 90
per cent of global financial assets; the strengthening of oversight and regulation of
shadow banking; the monitoring of global trends and risks in the SBS; development of
guidance on the scope of consolidation for prudent bank regulation; and finalization
of the application of numerical haircut floors for non-centrally cleared securities
financing transactions ("SFTs”) to ηοη-bank-to-non-bank transactions. In addition,
the clarification of the role of the US CFPB in regulating shadow lenders is necessary,
including the exact nature of its powers. Furthermore, a reassessment is required of
the burden being imposed on certain depositaries for entering slightly higher-risk
middle market commercial lending areas (i.e. banks with strong underwriting track
records should not be penalized with either excess regulatory scrutiny or new capital
charges for wanting to prudently increase the yield on their assets).

While noting the above prudence considerations for the .owing SBS, thought must also
be given to the rationale for regulation in the SBS. The SBS is not using depositor
(consumer) fimds, and most of the investors in this market are sophisticated in nature. As
we saw in the case shrdies above, virtually all the investor ^s were typiolly spectelist
credit hmds, BDCs or cohorts of high-net-worth investors (typically “accredited investors” at
least). It is not clear that this group of investors need or want the type of protection that
conventional depositary institutions must have.

Regulation is a complex issue requiring further research, particularly as to potential
systemic risks from an overly inflated SBS. For example, some of the warehouse lenders in
the SBS are mainstream depositary institutions, and in the event of a wholesale run in the
SBS, these depositary institutions could face mounting defaults on those wmehouse lines. In
addition, the abiliw to “term out" such lines into the securitization market may decline in the
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event of an SBS systemic CTİSİS. In these cases, mainsheam banks could be ne^tively
affected, with some potentially materially impacted. Second, the SBS may become so large in
itself, as a total proportion of US credit, that  a crisis of confidence in the SBS could have
effecte on the broader US economy. It could effectively result in material sources of credit for
US mid-market borrowers drying up, and ultimately have an impact on mid-market
business growth and stability. But, as noted above, these risks need to be balanced against
the fact that most investors in this market are not consumers. In this case, a relatively
unconshained free market for SBS capital should perhaps at least be the starting point for
prudent supervision in the SBS.
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7. New horizons for research

The CM will require further research into areas examined by Bai'th and Miller (2017) and
Barth and Wihlborg (2017). We are investigating an analytical model that more accurately
describes the size and growth patterns of the shadow lending market. The model is based on
the central assumption of this paper that as banks become increasingly regulated, they have
an increasing disincentive to lend, and, thus, the SCM grows. We are estimating a database
of a large numbers of banks that shows how high capital ratios, high liquidity ratios and low
nonperforming loan ratios result in constiained lending. Less lending by depository
instihrtions may be self-imposed following shocks in the banking system, or a result of more
agressive bank regulation and higher capital charges imposed on banking activity.
Broadly speaking, both factors (self-imposed caution and regulation) depress lending since
the 2008 credit crisis and lead to SCM growth to fill the lending demand in the economy.
This may beafruitfol line of inquiry for our next paper.

8. Summary
This research provides further evidence that regulatory and financial market changes over
the past 20-plus yearn, especially since 2007, have created a significant supplydemand
imbalance in the availability of capital for US middle market companies, particularly thœe
with revenues and market capitalizations under $250m (the lower quadrant). A continuous
process of expansion, product extension and underwiting criteria in credit products
characteriæs the development of the SBS. The market has continued its expansion in the
past year and a half.

For SBS investors and lenders, the middle market offers the prospect of superior
returns. Despite such superior returns, and despite the middle market continuing to
pw at a rapid pace internationally, it remains significantly underserved by
experienced and capable professionals. We acknowledge that a very profitable
opportunity exists in tailoring a wide range of products and services to meet the needs
of the middle market. The opportunities will, however, also come with inevitable risks
intrinsic to all financial innovations, product extensions and expansions. The size of the
SCM is already beginning to reflect these risks. Many of those risks are yet to be fully
revealed to the economic community or understood. Some of these risks do not
necessarily need the careful management that we see in the depositary sector -
precisely because most investors in the SBS are sophisticated actors.

This paper extends our previous work on the SCM to 2015 with analysis and
additional cases of evolutionary structures that are fi lling the gap within the shadow
lending market in which the depositary institutions are not generally participating. A
clear next step for further research is to develop a more refined quantitative model of
the relationship of the SCM to depository institutions and the systemic risks of a large
and Rowing SBS and the extent to which those risks do, or do not, need mitigation via



regulation, given the overwhelming participation in the SBS sector by very Shadow credit
sophisticated financial investors and intermediaries, as opposed to individual
depositors (albeit such depositors’ participation in the sector on an indirect basis via
depositary institutions). This also will require data gathering and analysis of BDCs,
credit funds and hedge funds.
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1. We use the terms skdow banking system and skdow créât market interchangeably for the
purposes of this paper.
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